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Abstract—A transformerless electric vehicle (EV) onboard
charger is designed for robust grid fault ride-through/trip capabilities and the attenuation of leakage current (<20mA) with high
efficiency. A zero sequence voltage control method is developed
with a modified grid-connected LCL inverter to stabilize the zerosequence voltage and bypass the leakage current. The topological
modification is configured by connecting the common points of
three-phase output capacitors and the positive/negative DC bus
terminals. The control strategies include (1) AC grid side: dq
sequence grid side current control, q sequence reactive power
control and zero-sequence grid voltage/switch side inductor
current control; (2) DC battery side: constant current (CC) and
constant voltage (CV) control. An optimal control parameter
design procedure is developed based on active damping method
to improve the dynamic performance and attenuate the LCL
filter resonance for a better grid disturbance response. The
developed onboard charger is capable of dealing with abnormal
grid voltage/frequency conditions to properly ride through and
trip based on the standard requirements of IEEE Std. 1547.
Also, the onboard charger can be applied to the integrated
drivetrain. An AC current mode variable-frequency criticalsoft-switching (VF-CSS) technique is developed for the onboard
charger to achieve high efficiency (>99%). The performance
under abnormal grid conditions are tested experimentally to
verify the ride-through and trip capabilities of the developed
onboard charger in compliance with IEEE Std. 1547. Also,
the experiments have validated the low leakage current, stable
zero sequence voltage and full range of variable-frequency softswitching for high efficiency.
Index Terms—Transformerless onboard charger, variablefrequency critical-soft-switching control, LCL filter, zerosequence voltage control, active damping method, grid fault ridethrough/trip.

I. I NTRODUCTION

E

LECTRIC vehicle (EV) charger is playing a significant
role in the popularization of electrified transportation
system. Based on whether the AC power interface location is
inside or outside the EV, the charger can be classified as AC
and DC charger [1]. For the DC charger, a stationary off-board
charger enclosure is needed with converter inside to deliver
power from AC grid to the DC battery. The DC charger is
typically bulky and fast. For the AC charger, the converter is
integrated inside the car with limited space. Thus, it is not
easy to increase the AC charging power to a high level [2],
[3]. Also, from a standard requirement perspective, leakage
current should be maintained within a low level for safety
issue. Typically, a transformer is needed to block the leakage
current from flowing to the grid and EV chassis which brings

extra power losses and consumes more space [4], [5]. Another
important topic is that the long charging time for onboard
charger requires more robust control method to be interfaced
with the grid especially during abnormal grid conditions [6],
[7]. This paper focuses on the onboard AC charger integrated
into the drivetrain system with the issues of leakage current,
power losses and robust grid interface of ride-through/trip
during long charging time.
Firstly, for the onboard charger, the leakage current is one of
the most critical issues that affects the personal safety [8], [9].
Conventionally, the isolated AC/DC converter is configured
as the onboard charger with a high frequency transformer to
block the leakage current as is shown in Fig. 1. However, the
high frequency transformer is typically inserted in the DC/DC
conversion stage which will be split into DC/AC+AC/DC
stages [10]. Thus, compared to the non-isolated topology, an
extra power conversion stage and a transformer are added. The
power losses, volume and cost will be increased accordingly
[11], [12]. Different from the two-stage isolated converter in
Fig. 1 and the conventional transformerless three-phase LCL
inverter in Fig. 2, this paper developed a modified non-isolated
single stage onboard charger to attenuate the leakage current
without using transformer or extra power stages. The power
losses, volume and cost will be largely reduced [13]. The
modified topology is shown in Fig. 3 [14] which consumes
the same number of switches and 3 more output upper capacitors compared with Fig. 2. Although the number of output
capacitors are increased, the total capacitance are kept the
same which means, instead of 3 larger capacitors, the modified
topology is configured with 6 smaller capacitors. Thus, the
total volume of the output capacitors for the modified topology
is similar with the conventional one.
Secondly, for the improvement of efficiency, the soft switching technique can be applied to reduce the switching losses of
the power converter [15]. For the soft switching techniques, the
main idea is to reduce the overlap between the voltage and current across the switches during turn-on and turn-off transients
[16]. Several topological modifications have been proposed
to implement the soft switching which can be summarized
as zero voltage switching (ZVS) and zero current switching
(ZCS) [17], [18]. From the control perspective to implement
soft switching without extra circuit changes, the large turnon losses can be replaced with small turn-off losses with a
variable-frequency critical-soft-switching (VF-CSS) technique
that is developed in this paper for the onboard charger [19],
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[20].
Thirdly, for the grid interfacd ride-through/trip, since the
onboard charger is directly plugged to the AC grid from the
car and the charging period is typically several hours, the
possibilities of encountering abnormal grid voltage/frequency
conditions are higher than the DC fast charging [21]. The
average EV has a battery capacity of around 36 kWH, and
average onboard power rating of 6.6kW, taking around 5.5
hours to charge the EV from empty to full, with the average
Level 2 charger. Thus, it is necessary to develop the onboard
charger with robust grid fault ride-through/trip capabilities
[22], [23].
Fourthly, an overall state of the art for the EV onboard
charger and the ride through/trip robustness is introduced.
Several EV onboard chargers are designed to improve the
performances in the aspects of efficiency, power density, grid
services, power quality and level of integration [24]–[34].
Specifically, [24] studied the transient performance to achieve
zero-voltage switching by applying GaN and Si modules. [25]
and [26] developed the resonance circuit design techniques
to improve the efficiency and reliability of EV chargers.
For the grid services application on EV chargers, [27], [28],
[30] designed Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) functions to provide
grid voltage regulations with reactive power compensation.
[29] proposed operation procedures for the electric-drivereconstructed onboard charger when faults occurred on the
motor. However, grid faults operations and control robustness
studies for EV chargers lack detailed research. Also, the
power quality of onboard charger is improved by reducing
the current ripple in [31]. For the integration of charger and
motor system, [32]–[34] proposed different circuitry structures
to achieve multi-functions for low cost by reusing the shared
components between the charger and motor circuits. [32]
reused the charging circuits for both propulsion battery and
auxiliary low voltage battery while providing grid services on
a single-phase application. [33] studied an EV onboard charger
system integrated into six-phase machine by directly connecting the three-phase grid to the middle point of machine’s phase
winding. [34] leveraged the traction inverter phase legs for
both charging and driving modes to reduce cost in a six-phase
machine system.
This paper develops a transformerless onboard EV charger
integrated into the drivetrain system with zero sequence voltage stabilized control method, AC current mode full range
variable-frequency critical-soft-switching and robust grid fault
ride-through/trip capabilities. Firstly, the topological modeling
and control strategies of the developed transformerless onboard charger is analyzed in dq0 reference frame to attenuate
the leakage current with a zero sequence voltage stabilization instead of high frequency transformer. Secondly, The
variable-frequency critical-soft-switching technique is applied
to maintain soft switching operation during the whole line
period and improve the efficiency to above 99%. Thirdly, an
optimal control parameter tuning method and grid fault ridethrough/trip control procedure are designed, respectively, in
compliance with IEEE Std. 1547 [35]. For a better grid disturbance response, an active damping method is developed with
the tuning strategies of active damping factor and control gain.

The developed transformerless onboard charger is validated
experimentally.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized in
three aspects. (1) A robust control parameter design method
to improve the stability and dynamic performance of EV
onboard charger under grid abnormal conditions without being
influenced by the uncertainties from grid side. (2) A modified
three-phase inverter by connecting the output upper/lower
capacitors to the positive/negative DC bus terminals to bypass
the leakage current from flowing into the grid with a zerosequence voltage control method; (3) A variable-frequency
critical-soft-switching method to be applied on the modified
transformerless EV onboard charger for the improvement of
efficiency by 2%. The combination of variable frequency
control with a grid connected onboard charger application may
cause some stability issue due to a time-varying switching frequency. The proposed robust control parameter design method
can solve this transient oscillation by deriving the optimal
control gain and active damping factor.
II. G RID A BNORMAL C ONDITION R EQUIREMENTS
The grid abnormal conditions mainly include voltage/frequency fluctuations and deviations away from the rated
values. IEEE Std. 1547 [35] defines the specific requirements
for the distributed energy resources (DER) integrated into the
grid to respond when grid faults occur. Onboard EV chargers
have more chances to encounter grid abnormal conditions
compared with the DC fast charger since the charging time
is longer. Thus, the ride-through and trip design for onboard
EV charger is essential. The IEEE Std. 1547 for grid abnormal
condition requirements are illustrated in this section.
A. Grid Voltage Abnormal Condition Requirements
IEEE Std. 1547 regulates the ride-through and trip requirements under different grid voltage fluctuation ranges. Vg and
VN are the measured and rated grid voltages, respectively.
Firstly, when 90%VN < Vg < 110%VN , the charger should
stay connected and be operating. Secondly, if 110%VN <
Vg < 120%VN , 65%VN < Vg < 90%VN or 30%VN < Vg <
65%VN , the charger should be able to ride through for 1s, 2s or
0.32s and then trip. Lastly, if Vg > 120%VN or Vg < 30%VN ,
the charger could trip immediately.
B. Grid frequency Abnormal Condition Requirements
IEEE Std. 1547 also regulates the trip requirements under
different grid frequency fluctuation ranges. fgrid and fN are
the measured grid frequency through PLL and rated grid
frequency, respectively. With a rated line frequency of 50Hz,
if fN − 3Hz < fgrid < fN + 1.8Hz, the charger is
required for a mandatory operation. If fgrid > fN + 1.8Hz
or fgrid < fN − 3Hz, the charger could trip immediately.
III. M ODELING AND C ONTROL
The topology, modeling and control strategies of the developed transformerless onboard EV charger are shown in this
section.
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Fig. 1. Conventional isolated EV charger with high frequency transformer.
(a) Equivalent overall CM circuit.

Fig. 2. Conventional transformerless three-phase grid-connected LCL inverter .

Fig. 3. Developed transformerless onboard EV charger integrated in the
drivetrain system with low leakage current.

(b) CM circuit in active state.

(c) CM circuit in null state.
Fig. 4. The equivalent CM circuit (a) overall (b) in active state (c) in null
state.

A. Non-isolated Topology
The topology of the transformerless EV onboard charger is
shown in Fig. 3. Different from the traditional LCL inverter
in Fig. 2, the modified topology connects the common points
of the three-phase output capacitors and the positive/negative
DC bus terminals. This topological modification is aimed
at stabilizing the zero-sequence voltage and attenuating the
leakage current on grid side with the help of zero-sequence
voltage/current controller.
The definition of common mode voltage and leakage current
are defined as:
ileakage =

dvcm
d(va + vb + vc )/3
=
.
dt
dt

(1)

Since the leakage current is proportional to the rate of change
of the common mode voltage, the developed transformerless
onboard charger is designed to maintain a constant zerosequence grid voltage with the help the topological modification in Fig. 3. As is shown in Fig. 4(a) of the equivalent
common mode circuit for the modified topology, the threephase output capacitor star points are connected to the DC
bus terminals. Thus, the leakage current path generated by the
switching leg high frequency pulse voltages will be bypassed
by the modified connections with the zero-sequence grid
voltage control. The leakage current will only circulate within
the switch side LC filter paths instead of flowing into the grid.

B. Common Mode Analysis

The detailed common mode analysis of the modified converter is illustrated in this section. The equivalent common
mode (CM) circuits in the active and null states are shown
in Fig. 4(b) and 4(c), respectively. Taking the active state of
Fig. 4(b) for example, the lower switches, M2 and M4 , and
upper switch, M5 , are turned on. The other switches are turned
off with the corresponding equivalent switch capacitors, CM,1 ,
CM,3 and CM,6 , in the CM circuit. On the other hand, in the
null state of Fig. 4(c), all the lower switches, M2 , M4 and
M6 , are turned on. The upper switches are turned off with
the corresponding equivalent switch capacitors, CM,1 , CM,3
and CM,5 , in the CM circuit. As indicated in the CM circuit,
the phase leg output voltages are high frequency pulsations.
However, with the filtering components of upper/lower output
capacitors, Cf,abc,up and Cf,abc,low , and switch side inductors,
Lf s,abc , the high frequency voltage pulsations can be filtered
into low frequency sinusoidal waveforms.
For the transient analysis of the CM circuit, during the active
switching state in Fig. 4(b), the three-phase output capacitor
voltages can be approximated as:
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vCf,a,active
vCf,b,active
vCf,c,active

Cf,a,low
=
Vdc
(Cf,a,up + CM,1 ) + Cf,a,low
Cf,b,low
=
Vdc
(Cf,b,up + CM,3 ) + Cf,b,low
Cf,c,low + CM,6
=
Vdc .
Cf,c,up + (Cf,c,low + CM,6 )

(2a)
(2b)
(2c)

During the null switching state in Fig. 4(c), the three-phase
output capacitor voltages can be approximated as:
Cf,a,low
Vdc
(Cf,a,up + CM,1 ) + Cf,a,low
Cf,b,low
=
Vdc
(Cf,b,up + CM,3 ) + Cf,b,low
Cf,c,low
Vdc .
=
(Cf,c,up + CM,5 ) + Cf,c,low

vCf,a,null =

(3a)

vCf,b,null

(3b)

vCf,c,null

(3c)

Thus, either in the active state or null state, the output
upper and lower capacitors smoothen the output common
mode voltage to be closer to Vdc /2 based on the voltage evenly
splitting function of Cf,abc,up and Cf,abc,low . The influence of
switch capacitors in (2) and (3) on the voltage evenly splitting
can be attenuated by the zero sequence voltage control to
adjust the switching PWM modulation.
C. System Modeling
The LCL filtered DC/AC converter is controlled in dq0 reference frame mainly for two considerations: (1) DC reference
tracking is easier to be implemented with PI controller; (2) The
zero-sequence grid voltage/inductor current can be extracted
in dq0 reference frame for a direct control. With the help of
Clarke and Park transformations, the modeling of the LCL
converter can be converted from abc reference frame to dq0
system as:
i̇L,dq0
u̇c,dq0
i̇g,dq0

1
1
=
Iux,dq0 −
Iuc,dq0 − ωGiL,dq0
Lf
Lf
1
1
=
IiL,dq0 −
Iig,dq0 − ωGuc,dq0
Cf
Cf
1
1
=
Iuc,dq0 −
Iug,dq0 − ωGig,dq0
Lg
Lg

(4a)
(4b)
(4c)

where ux,dq0 , iL,dq0 , uc,dq0 , ig,dq0 , ug,dq0 are the switch leg
output voltage, switch side inductor current, output capacitor
voltage, grid side inductor current and grid voltage, respectively. ω is the grid angular velocity in rad/s. I is the 3×3
identity matrix. G is the coupling term matrix caused by the
transformations and is expressed as [0, -1, 0; 1, 0, 0; 0, 0, 0].
The derived dq0 system state space equations can be applied to
extract the zero sequence voltage/current. Thus, based on the
connection between three-phase capacitors common points and
positive/negative DC bus terminals, the zero sequence voltage
can be stabilized and the leakage current on grid side can be
bypassed with the developed design strategies.

D. Control
The control diagram of the developed transformerless onboard EV charger is shown in Fig. 5 which includes (1)
AC grid side: dq-sequence grid current control, q-sequence
reactive power control and zero-sequence grid voltage/inductor
current control; (2) DC battery side: constant current (CC) and
constant voltage (CV) control. (3) Phase-locked-loop control.
1) AC side control: The d-axis grid current component is
controlled by receiving the reference from preceding stage of
DC side CC/CV controller output for active power control. The
q-axis grid current component is controlled by receiving the
reference from preceding stage of reactive power controller.
With the connections of three-phase output capacitors common points and the positive/negative DC bus terminals, the
zero-sequence switch side inductor current is independently
controlled by receiving the reference from preceding stage
of zero-sequence grid voltage controller. The zero-sequence
grid voltage controller is designed to maintain the common
mode voltage as a constant of half DC bus voltage, V dc/2.
Thus, the zero-sequence voltage can be stabilized with less
fluctuation. Based on the calculation of grid leakage current:
ileakage = Cp ducm /dt, the zero-sequence grid current can be
attenuated with the stabilization of zero-sequence voltage.
2) DC side control: The cascaded constant current (CC)
and constant voltage (CV) controllers are designed for the
DC battery side. The upper/lower limits for the CV controller
output are configured to achieve the rated charging/discharging
current. The CC controller passes the battery current reference
to the latter stage of d-axis grid current controller.
3) Phase-locked-loop: The transformations between abc
and dq0 needs the real-time phase angle information, θ, of
the grid voltage. An effective way can be implemented with
a PI controller by controlling the q component of the grid
voltage, vg,q , to be zero to derive the angular velocity, ω, of
the phase angle. The phase-locked-loop (PLL) control are also
applied to check the real time grid frequency for the detection
of grid frequency abnormal conditions to ride-through/trip.
E. Variable-Frequency Critical-Soft-Switching (VF-CSS)
The soft switching technique, VF-CSS, is developed in the
full AC period with variable switching frequency to substitute
the high turn-on losses of the upper switch with low turnoff losses of the lower switch [36], [37]. The principle of
implementing VF-CSS is to keep the peak/valley points of
the switch side inductor current, iL , larger/smaller than the
threshold current value, Ith and −Ith , respectively. The VFCSS operation diagram is shown in Fig. 6 where the upper and
lower switch signals and the corresponding inductor current
waveforms are presented. In general, the VF-CSS is designed
to tune the switching frequency, fsw , by following the equation
below:
(1 − d)dvdc
,
(5)
2(|iL | + Ith )Lf s
where Ith is the boundary threshold current for soft switching
which could be derived with a given dead time and switch output capacitance. The efficiency of the transformerless onboard
EV charger is improved to be above 99% with the VF-CSS.
fsw =
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(a) Grid voltage ride-through/trip design.

Fig. 5. Developed control diagram of the transformerless integrated onboard
EV charger with zero sequence voltage stabilization.
(b) Grid frequency trip design.
M1
M1

iCDS,M1

M2

Lfs

iLfs,max

iCDS,M2

iLfs,ave
0

M2

iLfs,min
ton

toff

iLfs
iCDS,M2

Cf,u

Fig. 7. Flow chart of the (a) grid voltage and (b) grid frequency abnormal
conditions ride-through/trip design.

Cf,d

td

(a) Critical soft switching technique.

(a) d-axis control plant model.

(b) AC current mode application.

(b) q-axis control plant model.

Fig. 6. (a) The critical soft switching technique for one phase module and
(b) the AC current mode application.

IV. C ONTROL PARAMETERS AND G RID FAULT
R IDE -T HROUGH /T RIP D ESIGN
The ride-through and trip design of the developed transformerless onboard EV charger under grid voltage/frequency
abnormal conditions are analyzed in this section. The charger
is compliant with IEEE Std. 1547 standard requirements for
the contribution of grid stability [38], [39].

(c) 0-axis control plant model.
Fig. 8. Control plant models in (a) d-axis, (b) q-axis and (c) 0-axis.
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A. Grid Voltage Faults Ride Through/Trip Deisgn
Fig. 7(a) shows the flow chart of the grid voltage abnormal
conditions ride-through/trip design. In every control period,
the d-sequence of grid voltage is checked for the detection
of grid voltage amplitude. Tride represents the ride-through
time. If the grid voltage amplitude is fluctuating within the
specific voltage ranges, the time counter for Tride will start
ride-through timekeeping and check if Tride exceeds the
maximum requirement. If the grid voltage recovers to normal
condition within maximum ride-through time, Tride will be
reset. Otherwise, the charger will trip.

Thus, with the help of the introduced active damping gain,
Kad , an extra term of s2 is added to the denominator of the
transfer function for the improvement of LCL filter system
stability. Doing so, the resonance can be attenuated and the
control gains can be further increased to expand the control
bandwidth.
Equation (8) can be rewritten as the format of damped
model of

B. Grid Frequency Faults Ride Through/Trip Design
Fig. 7(b) shows the flow chart of the grid frequency abnormal conditions trip design. Fig. 7(b) shows the flow chart of
the grid frequency abnormal conditions trip design. In every
control period, the angular velocity of the grid, ω, is checked
for the detection of grid frequency based on the PLL controller.
If the grid frequency exceeds the required mandatory operating
range, the charger will trip. Otherwise, the charger will be kept
operation.

where ζ and ωres represent the active damping factor and resonant frequency, respectively. ωres is determined by the LCL
passive filter values and has been derived in equation (6). Thus,
to compare the equations (8) and (9) of the denominators, the
active damping gain, Kad , can be expressed by the LCL filter
values and active damping factor, ζ,
s
4ζ Lf s (Lf s + Lf g )
.
(10)
Kad =
vdc
Lf g Cf

C. Robust Control Design for Grid Disturbance
To achieve a fast and robust dynamic performance for grid
fault ride-through/trip and solve the resonance oscillation issue, the control parameters are designed and optimized with an
active damping method applied to the LCL filtered converter
controller. The control gain and damping factor are adjusted to
optimize the rising time and overshoot for the improvement
of grid abnormal condition transient performance. A design
flowchart is proposed for the parameter tuning.
Fig. 8 shows the active damping control plant models of
the developed transformerless onboard EV charger in d, q and
zero reference frames, respectively. The control plant model
includes the former stage of PI control plant and latter stage
of LCL filter plant.
In an LCL filter system, the resonance frequency is calculated as:
s
Lsf + Lgf
.
(6)
ωres =
Lsf Lgf Cf

Since, for a typical second order system, the active damping
factor of LCL is usually designed as 0.707, the active damping
gain can be derived accordingly for the initialization of control
parameter design flowchart.
Based on the control and LCL filter plant models in Fig. 8,
the active damping open loop control transfer functions from
grid/switch side inductor current tracking error, ierr , to the
measurements, ig , of grid current can be expressed in dq0 as:

The transfer function on the left side of the LCL filter plant
model from the input of duty cycle to the output of grid current
without active/passive damping can be derived as
Ig (s)
vdc
=
. (7)
D(s)
Lsf Lgf Cf s3 + (Lsf + Lgf )s
As is shown in Fig. 8, to eliminate the resonance frequency
spikes, the active damping term can be extracted from the
capacitor current and multiplied by an active damping gain,
Kad , then fed back to the duty cycle. The transfer function of
active damping LCL filter can be derived as
GLCL (s) =

Ig (s)
=
D(s)
vdc
.
3
Lsf Lgf Cf s + vdc Kad Lgf Cf s2 + (Lsf + Lgf )s

GLCL,ad (s) =

(8)

GLCL,ad (s) =

vdc
2 )
Lgf Lsf Cf s(s2 + 2ζωres s + ωres

Ki,igd
)GLCL,ad (s)
s
Ki,igq
Gigqerr2ig,ad (s) = (Kp,igq +
)GLCL,ad (s)
s
Ki,ig0
GiL0err2ig,ad (s) = (Kp,ig0 +
)GLCL,ad (s).
s
Gigderr2ig,ad (s) = (Kp,igd +

(9)

(11a)
(11b)
(11c)

Then, by adding the outer loop DC bus, reactive power and
zero-sequence voltage controllers, the whole system of active
damping open loop control transfer function in Fig. 8 can be
expressed as:
Ki,vdc
Gigderr2ig,ad (s)
)
s
1 + Gigderr2ig,ad (s)
(12a)
Ki,Q
Gigqerr2ig,ad (s)
Gq,Q2ig,ad (s) = (Kp,Q +
)
s 1 + Gigqerr2ig,ad (s)
(12b)
Ki,v0
GiL0err2ig,ad (s)
G0,v02iL,ad (s) = (Kp,v0 +
)
.
s
1 + GiL0err2ig,ad (s)
(12c)

Gd,vdc2ig,ad (s) = (Kp,vdc +

Since the inner loop of dq grid current and zero sequence
inductor current controllers are the blocks to be directly
interfaced with the duty cycles which significantly determine
the control bandwidth, the current control gains are critical to
be fine tuned. The initial values for optimal PI gains design
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of the LCL filtered converter can follow the equations below
[40]:
(Lf s + Lf g )fsw
3
Lf s + Lf g
=
Rf s + Rf g

Kp,ig =

(13a)

τi,ig

(13b)

where fsw and τi,ig are the switching frequency and integral
time constant, respectively. For the initial value of switching
frequency, a lower limit value can be chosen as the starting
point based on the lower boundary condition of critical soft
switching operation in equation (5).
For a robust grid fault ride-through and trip capabilities,
the developed transformerless onboard EV charger needs a
fast and robust controller to minimize the rising time and
overshoot during the transient period. A control parameter
design flowchart is proposed in Fig. 9. Firstly, the active
damping gain, Kad , and control gain of the inner loop current
controller, Kp , are initialized based on (10) and (13). Secondly,
Kad is iterated with a step of ∆Kad to derive the open and
closed loop current control transfer function. Thirdly, the step
response of the closed loop transfer function is plotted as is
shown in Fig. 10(a). The rising time and overshoot values are
evaluated with the first checking conditions in the flowchart.
When the overshoot is larger than 5% or the rising time
is within 5ms, the iteration of Kad will be stopped with a
relatively fast control (5ms) and low overshoot (5%). Then,
fourthly, the current control gain, Kp , is iterated with a step
of ∆Kp to derive the open and closed loop current control
transfer function. Fifthly, the step response of the closed loop
transfer function is plotted as is shown in Fig. 10(b). The
rising time and overshoot values are further evaluated with
the second checking conditions in the flowchart. When the
overshoot is larger than 10% or the rising time is within 1ms,
the iteration of Kp will be stopped with a fast control (1ms)
and relatively low overshoot (10%). The design principle is
to search an optimal combination of Kad and Kp to achieve
fast control performance without exciting too much oscillation.
The influence of Kad focuses more on the active damping
which is reflected by the overshoot than the rising time. Thus,
the checking condition for Kad places more strict emphasis on
overshoot than the rising time. On the other hand, the Kp is
functioned more on the tracking speed which is reflected by
the rising time. Thus, the checking condition for Kp places
more strict emphasis on rising time than the overshoot. With
the proposed control parameter design flowchart, the Kad and
Kp are optimized as 7.51e-3 and 10, respectively. Also, a
comparison of bode plots between designed active damping
LCL control system and conventional system without active
damping is shown in Fig. 11. The resonance spike is attenuated
with the designed active damping control system. Thus, the
robustness of the control system is improved.
The merits and demerits of the active damping and PI
parameters combined design method are introduced as follows.
Firstly, for the merits of this combined method, by sweeping
the active damping factor and PI control gain to derive an
optimal combination, the dynamic performance and robustness

Fig. 9. The control parameter design flowchart.

during transient and ride through/trip periods are improved.
Also, the issue of oscillation caused by variable frequency
operation can be attenuated by the control design method.
Secondly, for the demerits of the combined design method,
one more sampling information of capacitor current is needed
which will induce some extra sensor or computation cost.
V. R ESULTS
The developed transformerless onboard EV charger is tested
experimentally to validate the effectiveness of zero-sequence
voltage control for the leakage current attenuation, VF-CSS
for efficiency improvement and grid fault ride-through/trip
capabilities. For the hardware specifications, C2M0025120D,
Cree SiC MOSFET is applied for power switches and
LAUNCHXL-F28379D is used for the controller. The power
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The relays are controlled with a GPIO from the controller
and can handle a rated current of 35A and rated voltage of
250VAC. Since the short pins of the relays are soldered to
the PCB board, the power loss on the relays are low. For
the electrical specifications, DC/AC converter is tested under
battery side DC voltage of 700V-900V to grid side line-toline AC voltage of 400V. The rated power is configured as
11-12kW. Variable switching frequency range is configured as
50kHz-160kHz. Switch side inductance, Lf s , is 45µH. Grid
side inductance, Lf g , is 45µH. Output capacitance is 12µF.
The testbench is shown in Fig. 12. The system parameter
configurations are listed in table I.

(a) Sweep the active damping gain.

A. Zero Sequence Stabilization Test for Low Leakage Current

(b) Sweep the current control gain.
Fig. 10. The simulated step response of close loop control transfer function
by sweeping (a) the active damping gain and (b) the current control gain.

The transformerless onboard EV charger is tested for the
developed zero-sequence grid voltage control method and
compared with the conventional method. Fig. 13 shows the
grid voltage, leakage current, DC voltage and zero-sequence
grid voltage waveforms with zero-sequence control. It is
shown that the zero-sequence grid voltage has been stabilized
at half of DC voltage. Also, for a detailed analysis of the developed zero sequence control method and modified three-phase
topology, three cases are tested for comparison including: (1)
the developed zero-sequence control method with modified circuit topology; (2) conventional control method with modified
circuit topology; (3) conventional circuit topology without zero
sequence control method. The corresponding leakage current
and zero sequence voltage waveforms are shown in Fig. 14(a),
14(b) and 14(c), respectively. With the zero sequence control
and modified topology, the leakage current is controlled within
20mA and the zero sequence voltage ripple is less than 10V.
Without the zero sequence control applied to the modified
topology, the leakage current is increased to be larger than
60mA and the zero sequence voltage ripple is larger than 60V.
Finally, for the conventional topology without zero sequence
voltage control, the leakage current is further increased to be
larger than 1A. Thus, the modified topology can bypass some
of the leakage current. And the zero sequence voltage control
further attenuates the leakage current by a factor of 3.

TABLE I
S YSTEM PARAMETER C ONFIGURATIONS

Fig. 11. The bode plots comparison between the designed active damping
and without active damping control system.

PCB relay, T9SV1K15-12S, from TE Connectivity is leveraged for the transition between the grid and motor interfaces.

Parameter

Value

Grid voltage, Vgrid,L−L
Battery voltage, Vbatt
Rated Power, PN
Variable switching frequency
Switch side inductor, Lf s
Grid side inductor, Lf g
Output Capacitor, Cf,up/low
MOSFET
Controller
Efficiency @PN
Leakage current

400VL−L
700V-900V
11-12kW
50kHz-160kHz
45µH
45µH
12µF
C2M0025120D
LAUNCHXL-F28379D
99.2%
15mA
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B. Variable-Frequency Critical-Soft-Switching Test for High
Efficiency
1) VF-CSS Performance: The full range AC current mode
variable-frequency critical-soft-switching method is developed
for the modified transformerless onboard EV charger with the
frequency ranged from 50kHz to 160kHz. And the threshold
current, Ith , is configured to be 2A for the peak/valley points
of inductor current. As is shown in Fig. 15(b) and 15(c),
different from 15(a) of the constant frequency hard switching,
the three-phase inductor currents, iL,abc , are all operating in
critical soft switching mode at the full grid period range. The
detailed drain-source voltage and current waveforms of the
upper switch have been shown in Fig. 16. The ADC readings
of the switching frequency and the corresponding inductor
current in one phase are captured and plotted in Fig. 17 where
the minimum frequency is applied at the top/bottom of the
averaged inductor sine waveform and maximum frequency is
applied at the zero crossing point of the averaged inductor sine
waveform to achieve the boundary conditions of critical soft
switching operation. The calculated switching frequency has
followed equation (5). The high turn-on losses can be largely
mitigated with VF-CSS. Thus, the efficiency is improved by
2% from from 97% to 99% as is shown in Fig. 18.
2) Thermal and Cooling Design: The thermal and cooling
system design are illustrated in this section. Compared with the
demonstrated soft switching operation mode, the conventional
hard switching mode generates much more loss. The total loss
is 88W at soft switching mode and 264W at hard switching
mode. Thus, the cooling system is designed considering the
worst case of hard switching. Under hard switching condition
at the rated power level, the switching loss for each FET
is 36.8W. The cooling module is designed based on the
allowable temperature rising of the FET and the required
thermal resistance of the heat sink. The thermal resistance can
be derived as:
Tj − Tamb
(14)
Psw
where Tj , Tamb , Psw , Rth and Rin are the junction temperature, ambient temperature, power dissipation and junction to
case thermal resistance, respectively. Thus, assuming a maximum temperature rising of 75°C for C2M0025120D FET, the
required thermal resistance for each phase is at least 1.14 K/°C.
After the comprehensive consideration of compactness, air volume and speed, we leveraged the aluminum heatsink combined
with axial fan, LAM/3/50/12, from FISCHER ELEKTRONIK
to dissipate the heat from the FET. Each of the LAM/3/50/12
module is responsible for one phase of upper/lower switches.
And the LAM/3/50/12 module has a thermal resistance of 1.94
K/°C which satisfies the thermal requirement. The thermal
performance of FET has been shown in Fig. 19 where the
temperature rising is within the expected design range.
3) Merits and Demerits of VF-CSS: For the merits of
variable-frequency critical-soft-switching, firstly, the switching
losses are reduced. Based on the datasheet of Cree SiC MOSFET, C2M0025120D, the turn-on loss is 4 times larger than
the turn-off loss. Thus, the implementation of soft-switching
turn-on for both upper and lower switches saves switching
RT R =

losses which contributes to an improvement of efficiency by
more than 2% for the designed onboard charger. Secondly, the
power density of the charger can be increased by reducing
the inductance. For the purpose of soft switching, a large
current ripple is required which means the inductor size is
reduced. This characteristic of VF-CSS enables an increase
of switching frequency by a factor of 5 and the reduction of
inductance by 20 times. For the demerits of VF-CSS, firstly,
the transient performance could be deteriorated since the
switching frequency is time-varying. The variable frequency
may cause some oscillation during the transient that would
bring extra challenges on a robust control design. Secondly,
the variable PWM signals for switching may cause a mismatch
between the sampling frequency and switching frequency.
Especially when the large ripple inductor current is required
to be sampled for soft switching, the mismatch may cause big
offset and sampling error.
C. Transient Behavior of Grid Voltage/Frequency Fault RideThrough/Trip Test
The transient performance based on the control parameter
design is shown in Fig. 20. Specifically, the experimental
ADC readings of current steps from 2A to 6A and 6A to
2A are plotted in Fig. 20(a) and 20(b), respectively. Also, the
experimental waveforms of grid current/voltage with a current
step of 4A are validated and shown in Fig. 21 with control gain
swept from 5 to 15. The optimal rising time and overshoot
performances are achieved with the control gain of 10 to
deliver robust grid voltage/frequency fault ride through/trip
behaviors.
Fig. 22(a) to Fig. 22(e) show the inductor current, grid
voltage, grid current, DC voltage waveforms under different
grid voltage abnormal conditions. Specifically, in Fig. 22(a)
from 106%VN to 115%VN , the charger can ride through for
1s and then trip. In Fig. 22(b) from 106%VN to 125%VN , the
charger can trip immediately during transient. In Fig. 22(c)
from 95%VN to 80%VN , the charger can ride through for
2s and then trip. In Fig. 22(d) from 95%VN to 60%VN , the
charger can ride through for 0.32s and then trip. In Fig. 22(e)
from 95%VN to 25%VN , the charger can trip immediately
during transient.
Fig. 23(a) and Fig. 23(b) show the inductor current, grid
voltage, grid current, DC voltage waveforms under different
grid frequency abnormal conditions. Specifically, in Fig. 23(a)
from 51.5Hz to 52.5Hz and Fig. 23(b) from 48Hz to 46.5Hz,
the charger can trip immediately based on a rated grid frequency of 50Hz.
D. Comparative Analysis for the Charger Design
A comparative analysis between the developed onboard
charger and the existing designs is summarized in the aspects
of efficiency, power density and grid-interfaced functions.
Firstly, for the efficiency, the designs in [25], [29], [32], [34]
and [31] achieved the efficiency range from 90% to 95% while
[26] reached a peak efficiency of 98%. The proposed design
achieves above 99% due to the VF-CSS and transformerless
topology. Secondly, for the power density, [25] measured
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Fig. 12. The testbench of the developed non-isolated onboard EV charger.

(a) Hard switching waveforms.

Fig. 13. The experimental grid voltage, leakage current, DC voltage and zerosequence grid voltage waveforms with the modified non-isolated topology and
control method.
(b) VF-CSS waveforms.

(a) Modified topology with zero-sequence voltage control.

(c) Zoomed VF-CSS waveforms.
(b) Modified topology without zero-sequence voltage control.

Fig. 15. Experimental results of (a) hard switching (b) variable-frequency
critical-soft-switching waveforms of inductor current, grid voltage, battery
current and battery voltage and (c) zoomed waveforms.

(c) Traditional topology without zero-sequence voltage control.
Fig. 14. The experimental comparison of leakage current and common mode
voltage (a) for the modified topology with zero-sequence voltage control (b)
for the modified topology without zero-sequence voltage control and (c) for
the traditional topology without zero-sequence voltage control.
Fig. 16. The drain-source voltage and current experimental waveforms for
the upper switch.

0.55kW/L in the prototype. The proposed design in this paper
achieves 9kW/L which is 2 and 2.5 times higher than the
US DOE 2020 and 2025 targets for the onboard charger,
respectively [41]. Finally, for the grid-interfaced functions,
[27], [28], [30] designed Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) functions to
regulate the grid voltage fluctuation by providing reactive
power compensation. However, when abnormal grid conditions
occur, the robust control design lacks research. This paper
provides the ride through/trip control design for harsher grid
environment.

VI. C ONCLUSION
A transformerless EV onboard charger is designed with
zero sequence voltage stabilized control method, AC current mode full range variable-frequency critical-soft-switching,
optimal control parameter design procedure based on active
damping and grid fault ride through/trip strategies under
grid voltage/frequency abnormal conditions. The topological
modification of connecting the common points of three-phase
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(a) Current step from 2A to 6A.

Fig. 17. Experimentally collected data of variable-frequency critical-softswitching ADC readings of switching frequency and inductor current.

(b) Current step from 6A to 2A.
Fig. 20. The experimental ADC readings of current steps from (a) 2A to 6A
and (b) 6A to 2A with different control gains from 5, 10 to 15.

Fig. 18. Efficiency curve of the transformerless onboard EV charger with
variable-frequency critical-soft-switching derived from experiments.

voltage/frequency abnormal condition cases, leakage current
performance and full ranged AC current mode variablefrequency critical-soft-switching operations have been tested
experimentally to verify the design.
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